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Climate Policy Intiative  

Climate Finance 
Landscapes Case studies 

Climate Policy Initiative (CPI) works to improve the most 
important energy and land use policies around the world, 
with a particular focus on finance. We support decision makers 
through in-depth analysis on what works and what does not. 

 
 

 

Tracking Effectiveness Innovation 

Climate finance focus  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ  FIRST PERIOD - We have 3 main research areas: forestry and land use, energy finance and climate finance. For each of them we Focus on implemented policy to Inform active policy discussions by providing high quality analysis of what works and what doesn’t.If we look at the map we see that we work in places that provide the most potential for policy impact, including Brazil, China, Europe, India, Indonesia, and the United States.Our office in Venice focuses on climate finance - READ – we do so by …provide evidence-based analysis on climate finance, to help policy makers  spend money wisely and mobilize the private sector.In particular we have 3 main research streams - READ
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Several barriers can impede the private sector’s 
incentive and ability to invest in climate resilience 

Knowledge gaps Funding, viability & 
risk coverage gaps 

• Inability to evalute 
and incorporate 
climate change risks 
into investment or 
financing decision 
making 

Policy Gaps 

• Inadequate access 
to finance or 
uncertainties about 
the returns of 
investments and risk 
aversion  

• Non-existent or 
deficient regulatory 
frameworks can 
inhibit the incentives 
for investment 

 

 Barriers vary by type of business actor & level of climate exposure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Market conditions can constrain adaptation investmentsBarriers to investment vary across countries depending on the investment environment and type of business actor (SMEs) & level of climate exposure & sensitivity which can be context, technology and asset class-specific Key prerequisite for action is capacity to adapt. AC influences the extent a business is aware of its vulnerability, can evaluate and make decisions about and implement adaptation measures  (Berkhout et al., 2004 => see LSE paper)  Uncertainty uncertainty and long-term timescales of climate change impacts, which go beyond normal investment decision cycles in the private sector and policy planning cycles of governments (McKenzie Hedger et al., 2008). Market conditions are not favorable to adaptation investmentsMissing policies and regulationse.g. building standards and/or codes, local zoning, obligation on operators of critical infrastructure (e.g. utilities) to manage climate risks Lack of economic incentives influencing short-termism behaviours Inability to evalute and incorporate climate risksLack of awareness & technical skillsLack of investment-relevant data, information and tools to incorporate climate risk in investment decision makingWeak information and communication technology infrastructure and knowledgeLack of access to capital Limited access to viability gap-fundingInadequate access to finance or terms & conditions (particularly long-term)The financial crisis has impacted the availability of companies’ resources and banks’ willingness to lend (in EU, in particular)---------------------While there is evidence that the private sector is investing in adaptation measures*, due to a number of market failures it may underinvest relative to the social optimumActivity and country-specific barriers may unfavorably affect the attractiveness of adaptation investments, either in terms of the adequacy of returns or unmanageable risks (AGF, 2010)Market-driven financial flows will not necessarily respond to the impacts of climate change in ways that achieve public goals, or will not do so at the speed required CDP 2014 http://www.acclimatise.uk.com/login/uploaded/resources/CDP2014_Global-cities-report.pdf UNFCCC PSI http://unfccc.int/adaptation/workstreams/nairobi_work_programme/items/6547.php PWC 2014 is ASDASee also http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/feature/2242631/how-to-develop-a-climate-risk-strategy-part-one 
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DFIs’ tools can bridge these gaps associated with both 
the pre-investment and investment phases 
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Targeting knowledge, funding and risk gaps to build a 
market-driven model for building climate resilience  

Access to 
finance 

Capacity & 
knolwedge Credit risks 

Problem 

Agribusiness 

Farmers 

Higher produce 

Local Banks Provides loan with  
firm’s guarantee 

Provides fiinance, training  
& agri iinpits 

Loan Servicing / Offtake 

Capital 

Strategy 

Risk sharing &  
capacity building 

Covers training 
costs & provide 
know-how 

MDB (IFC) 

PPCR 

Credit Enhancement 

Loans for Resilience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safeguarding crop supplies is an important driver for agribusinesses to work with the farmers in their supply chainsBusiness outreach, feasibility studies, capacity building and finance aligned with investments’ pay-back profiles are key ingredients to enable climate resilienceIntermediated financing vehicles and dedicated facilities can enhance access to finance at the local level, reaching numerous MSMEsProjects indentified in Western European countries and BrazilExamples Construction or storm overflowsInfrastructure rehabilitation and replacement; Reconstruction and upgrading of sewer systems and modernization of wastewater treatment plants;Expansion of water reservoirsThe involvement of agribusinesses as vehicles to disseminate and collect back the loans through value chain financing can further buy down credit risks by enhancing farmers’ creditworthiness via purchase guarantees on the produced crops. It can also help to reduce the transaction costs of lending to farmers, which typically prevent banks to reach out to small holder farmers. Agribusiness involvement can differ according to the characteristics of the supply chains. Figure 8 below shows in A the option where relationship between companies and farmers are looser due to the number of intermediaries between the two (e.g. rice and maize), in B the option where relationship are closer i.e. farmers and the processing company have direct interactions (sugarcane). In A, banks could lend to farmers’ cooperatives on the basis of farmers group guarantees and agribusiness buy-back guarantee on farmers’ products. 
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Concluding remarks – scaling up action 

NDBs are in a privileged position to help originate, structure and 
implement climate resilience investments 
• Engage with clients or local commercial banks to identify, 

evaluate and manage climate risks (or opportunities) 

• Equip businesses with the information and tools they need to 
see the business case for investment 

• Demonstrate to create the evidence base needed to 
encourage private sector interest in climate resilience 

• Engage in policy dialogue to prompt reforms and to 
facilitate dialogue btw governments and businesses  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NDB privileged position to foster private investment in climate resilience. Significant progresses have been made in designing approaches and business models to engage private entities in contributing to achieving climate resilience goals
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Sharing risks to unlock financing 

• Agribusinesses have a strong incentive to engage in the project 
because farmers’ climate vulnerabilities directly impact the 
profitability and returns of their businesses.  

• Companies’ investment of up to USD 95,000 each in the project is 
projected to be recouped around 5 years after all targeted farmers 
are trained 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agribusinesses’ decision to take part in the project goes beyond pure financial metrics. Agribusinesses’ decision to take part in the project goes beyond pure financial metrics. Interviews with one of the involved agribusinesses (Probiotech) and IFC indicate that there are strategic benefits not immediately linked to the direct financial outcomes of the project that companies seem to value even more (Nimbus, 2013; IFC, 2013a and IFC, 2013d). These benefits include:Increased know-how of training and climate-adaptive practices.Monitoring and evaluation of the outcome of the training activities through IFC (independent evaluator).Improved relations with farmers. Improved relationships, in fact, may lead to reduction in margins paid to intermediaries. Moreover, farmers can also represent a potential customer base for agribusinesses selling seeds and fertilizers.If the project performs as planned, it has the potential to incentivize agribusinesses to sustain the training activities beyond the project’s life, thereby ensuring the sustainability of the intervention once public support is phased-out. These benefits also accrued to a sugar company (DSCL) who was involved in a similar IFC project in India (but not this project in Nepal), as highlighted during an interview with the company’s management (DSCL, 2013).
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Sharing risks to unlock financing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What options for strenghtening current regulatory frameworks in dev’ed and dev’ing countries?
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Composition of our dataset 

DFIs’ private sector projects in 2011-2014 by countries’ level of income, sector and beneficiary business  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What options for strenghtening current regulatory frameworks in dev’ed and dev’ing countries?
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In developing countries, DFIs are targeting knowledge, 
viability and risk gaps, mostly in the agricultural sector 

• Safeguarding crop supplies is an important driver for agribusinesses to 
work with the farmers in their supply chains 

 
• Business outreach, feasibility studies, capacity building and finance 

aligned with investments’ pay-back profiles are key ingredients to 
enable climate resilience 
 

• Intermediated financing vehicles and dedicated facilities can enhance 
access to finance at the local level, reaching numerous MSMEs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Projects indentified in Western European countries and BrazilExamples Construction or storm overflowsInfrastructure rehabilitation and replacement; Reconstruction and upgrading of sewer systems and modernization of wastewater treatment plants;Expansion of water reservoirs
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• Regulations and the renewal of ageing assets offered opportunities 
to invest in climate resilience measures 
 

• Capital intensive investment, but commercial loans too short 
 

• Adaptation can be a relatively small, but critical component 
 

In the EU, EIB enabled capital-intensive investment of 
water utilities by providing access to long-term finance 

Source: EIB 2013a 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Projects indentified in Western European countries and BrazilExamples Construction or storm overflowsInfrastructure rehabilitation and replacement; Reconstruction and upgrading of sewer systems and modernization of wastewater treatment plants;Expansion of water reservoirs
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The Agricultural Supply Chain Adaptation Facility 

Sources: Trabacchi et al. (2015) at http://climatefinancelab.org/idea/agricultural-supply-chain-adaptation-facility/.  

http://climatefinancelab.org/idea/agricultural-supply-chain-adaptation-facility/


Agricultural Supply Chain Adaptation 
Facility benefits 

 
• Farmers receive training on sustainable agriculture practices and 

business skills and are integrated into a large supply chain. 
• Farmers gain access to long-term lower cost loans  
• Farmers’ household income is increased or more stable 
• Corporations receive capacity building to deal with credit risk and 

loan management  
• MDBs and lenders credit risks are covered by donor first-loss, risks 

they would otherwise be unable to absorb 
 

Financial 
Institution 
/ lenders 

Donor Agri-
business 

Application 
of Losses 

PRINCIPAL 
LOSS 

FIRST 
LOSS 

Allocation of credit default losses 

Agri-
business 
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